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Captain - Croatian
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Captain Mate grew up on island Hvar, surrounded by sea and boats since his youngest age. 
For more than 13 years, he has been working on several busy charter yachts, firstly as a deckhand
and then as captain, gaining valuable experience in the Adriatic and broader Mediterranean cruising
ground. Mate is very communicative, easy-going, and has always been a great team player. His
positive personality will ensure all guests feel welcome and at ease while on board. His biggest
hobbies are football, fishing, diving and dog training. When not on charter, Mate enjoys spending
time with his family in nature.
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Ana is a talented yacht hostess from Croatia with an extensive background in design, culinary arts,
and tour guiding. She is fluent in English, German, and Croatian. Ana has been working as a chef
and hostess on various yachts for the past few years, and is passionate about hospitality and
cooking. With six years of experience as a stewardess and three years as a chef, Ana is well-versed
in the workings of the yachting industry. She holds relevant qualifications such as D2, cook
certificates, stewardess training, and hygiene and food certificates. Ana's greatest strengths as a
yacht crew member are her adaptability, attention to detail, and reliability. She believes in
prioritizing empathy, communication, and creating a personalized experience when working with
guests. In her leisure time, Ana enjoys making jewelry and spending time in nature.
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Mirko Bogdanovic
Chef - Montenegrin

Mirko is a young, but very experienced chef, who inherited the love for cooking from his biggest 
 inspiration - his mother. Always looking a way for advancing, Mirko worked his way up in 5-star
hotels, and did his training in a Michelin star restaurant Hugos in Berlin. In his +10 year career as a
chef, he became an expert in Mediterranean and Asian cuisine. The person who showed him the
world of yachting was his brother, a superyacht captain. Mirko is very serious in his work, but also
a fun and sociable person with a very friendly character, always ready to give 100% for his guests.
When he's not in the kitchen, Mirko likes to spend his time hanging out with his family and friends,
travel and do sports. He is native in Montenegrin, proficient in English and a beginner in Russian. 
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